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Protecting democracy requires faith in our election systems

Election systems hold critical voter registration data, enable voting and support the entire process that decides our nation’s leaders. Today, ensuring election integrity is more important than ever. We simply can’t afford to let cyber attacks succeed and undermine our democracy.

Election systems are complex and difficult to secure

Attackers exploit complexity, targeting systems to disrupt our elections, erode trust in election results, and possibly alter outcomes.

Cisco can help

Cisco offers advanced security solutions that can be deployed quickly and are easy to manage.

We have both the advanced solutions and cyber know-how to:

- Assess your current environment and suggest key improvement areas
- Assist with project design
- Select suppliers and implement critical security technologies
- Identify funding sources
- Ensure your ongoing success

Learn more about Election Security

Securing Voter Registration Systems

MITRE provides specific guidance to secure voter registration databases, and we can help you take action on their advice today. Learn more here.

Next Generation Polling Station

We can help you ensure your voters a smooth, secure experience that protects election integrity and rebuilds trust in elections. Learn more here.

Help America Vote Act (HAVA) Funding Assistance

Election Security Funds are available to help your state secure and improve election administration. Learn more here.
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